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RECENT RESULTS

FROM SEVERAL COUNTRIES

w.w. Comfort 1
1. Introduction

The Organizing Committee of this Conference some weeks
ago gave me the duty of preparing a survey talk on Compacti
fication Theory.
and flattering.

I found this assignment both interesting
Interesting because it seems to suggest

that there is such a thing as Compactification Theory, and
flattering because of the apparent implication that I am
competent to survey the subject in 60 minutes.

In fact I am

not, and in any event the Committee and I have been scooped
by the recent appearance of a highly competent, scholarly,
comprehensive work [11] by Richard Chandler of the University
of North Carolina at Raleigh.

I believe that since this

book is on a topic central to point-set topology, virtually
all of us here have seen it already or will see it soon.

Ac

cordingly I have arranged that the results I will mention to
you today are essentially disjoint from the theorems of [11].

Even after dogmatically excluding from consideration the con
tent of a new book devoted explicitly to the subject assigned
to me, incidentally, I have found my principal difficulty in
preparing today's remarks to be not the problem of finding
an amount of interesting material adequate to fill an hour
but rather the problem of selecting a manageable set of
IThe author has been supported in part by the National
Science Foundation under grant NSF-MCS-76-06821.
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theorems from the very large number of new and exciting re
sults available.

It is a common truism these days, obvious

to anyone who has even a passing acquaintance with such
surveys as [39] and [8], that general topology is enjoying
an explosive success in connection with topological questions
which lie partly in the provinces traditionally associated
with logic

(ind~pendence

combinatorics.

results), set theory and infinite

Less obvious but I now believe quite true is

the statement that, similarly, Compactification Theory is
vital and flourishing.
Here is my proposed plan of procedure.

I will begin

(in §2) by citing without proof several of the more exciting
results which have come to my attention recently.

§3 is

devoted to a pair of applications in topology of a partition
relation of P. Erdos and R. Rado.

The second of these, due

to Ginsburg and Woods, is new; the first, proved by Juhasz
in 1971, is included here because the argument is very pretty
and deserves greater notoriety.

In §4 are presented two re

sults, one very simple (my own invention) and the other deeper
and much less obvious (due essentially to R. Frankiewicz and
brought to its present elegant state by B. Balcar and P.
Simon), confirming our general suspicion that spaces of
ultrafilters over discrete spaces which instinct tells us
are not homeomorphic are indeed, at least most of the time,
not homeomorphic.

Finally, §S contains a brief summary of

Turzanski's recent results on the thick spaces introduced by
Arhangel'skii.
The expression "space," as used here, refers always to
a completely regular, Hausdorff topological space.
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I am indebted to the following five or six mathematicians
for suggestions about the scope and content of these remarks,
for pointing out errors or arrIDiguities in an early version,
and for bibliographical assistance:

E. K. van Douwen, M.

Hu~ek, J. Roitman, P. Simon, A. K. Steiner, and the referee.

2. Some Recent Results
2.1.

Undoubtedly the most spectacular recent develop

ment in Compactification Theory is the announcement by the
Soviet mathematician

v.

M. U1janov [47] of a solution to

"Frink's Wallman problem Jl given in [20].

The literature of

partial solutions to this problem is too extensive to describe
or summarize here, but I note two recent developments which
preceded that of U1janov:

(1) C. Bandt [5] has shown that

every compact (Hausdorff) space X such that wX < w+ is a
Wallman compactification of each of its dense subsets; hence,
assuming the continuum hypothesis (w+

w
2 ), every (Hausdorff)

compactification of a separable space is a Wallman compacti
fication; and (2) the full and general problem as originally
posed has been reduced to the problem for discrete spaces by
L. B. sapiro [40], independently by C. Bandt [5], and inde
pendently by A. K. Steiner and E. F. Steiner [42]

(that is,

if there is a space with a compactification not of Wallman
type then there is such a discrete space).

The example of

Uljanov [47], given in ZFC with no special set-theoretic
assumptions, is in consonance with these results.

It reads:

There is a non-Wallman compactification of the discrete space
of cardinality w+.
2.2.

A. V. Arhange1'skii [3] has raised the question
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whether there is a countable space X such that
for every compactification BX of X.

\Bxl

=

22

w

In an interesting paper

quite worthy of study, which extends far beyond the natural
boundaries of this question, B. A. Efimov [17] furnishes the
answer "Yes".

For a sui table example one may take, as many

of us had suspected for some time, any countable dense subset
D of the space {O,l}

2w

.

Specifically Efimov shows ([17],

Corollary 3.3) that if Y is a compact space whose Boolean
algebra of regular-open sets is isomorphic to the correspond
ing algebra of a dyadic space, and if cf(TIwY)
~

is compact KeY such that X(y,K)

> w, then there

TIwY for all y E K; it
v

then follows from a well-known result often called the Cech
pospisil theorem that

IY I

~

IK I

~ 2 TIwY

In the example above, of course, we have
TIw(BD)

=

TIwD

= 2w

w

cf(2 ) > w

and

for all compactifications BD of D.
More recently and by quite different methods, E. K.
van Douwen and T. C. przymusi~ski [15] have solved the

problem posed by Arhangel'skii.

Indeed they have defined a

countable space X, all but one point of which is isolated,
such that BX

::>

S (w) for every compactifi.ca,tion BX of X.

I have learned from Istvan Juhasz that his student G.
Szentmiklossy, working at about the same time as Efimov and
independently, also proved that the countable space D men
tioned above provides a solution to Arhangel'skiI,s problem.
2.3.

The question was raised in 1969 by de Groot [26]

whether every compact (Hausdorff) space is supercompact.
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(A space X is said to be superaompaat if there is a subbase

5 for the topology of X such that every cover of X by elements
of 5 has a subcover of cardinality 2.)

The argument designed

by O'Connor [35] to respond affirmatively to de Groot's
question for compact metric spaces is said to be flawed and
incomplete, but Strok and Szymanski [44] have shown that
every compact metric space is supercompact.

In its full

generality the question has been settled (in the negative)
only recently by Murray Bell [7]i indeed, Bell shows that if
SX is supercompact then X is pseudocompact.

More recently

van Douwen and van Mill [14] have shown that a number of
familiar compact spaces, among them S{w)\w and indeed every
infinite compact space in which every convergent sequence is
eventually constant, are not supercompact.
2.4.

The space S{w) continues to generate substantial

research and difficult questions (see in this connection §4
below).

We mention a few of the recent, strong results.

Following [23], we say that a space X is an F-spaae if
disjoint cozero-sets in X have disjoint closures.
(a) Assuming [CH] , A. Louveau [32] has characterized
the compact spaces which are homeomorphic with a subspace
of S{w) as those compact spaces which are totally discon
nected F-spaces of weight ~2w.
(b) Assuming [CH] , G. Woods [49] has shown that for a
subspace A of a compact F-space X such that Ic*{X)
the following conditions are equivalent:

IC*(A)

I

I

= 2

2

w

i

w

,

A

is C*-embedded in Xi A is weakly Lindelof {in the sense
that for every open cover U of A there is countable V

c

U
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such that

uV

is dense in A).

Woods then deduces, again

assuming [CH], that a space X is homeomorphic to a C*-embed
ded subspace of S(w) if and only if X is an F-space such
that IC*(X)

I =

2

w

and SX is zero-dimensional.

One may admire the first of these results of Woods, I
think, as much for its form as for its specific content:

It

shows that, assuming [CH], the question of whether a sub
space X of S(w) is C*-ernbedded depends not on how X sits in
side S(w) but on topological properties intrinsic to X it
self.

It is not known whether this statement, or Woods'

theorem itself, can be established without assuming [CH].
(c) In an informal list of theorems privately circulated,

s.

Glazer [25] announced that every closed, separable sub

space of S(w) is a retract of S(w).

We look forward eagerly

to a manuscript with a proof of this and many other of his
interesting announcements.
2.5.

The following two results have been achieved re

cently by V. Kannan [30] and by M. Rajagopalan [36], respec
tively:

(a) For 1 ~ ~ ~ w+ and for every zero-dimensional,

non-compact separable metric space X there is a sequential
compactification of X of sequential order Si

S

(b) For 1

~

< w+ there is a scattered, sequential, compactification

B(w) of w of sequential order s--indeed there are 2 w such
compactifications of w, no two homeomorphic.

Further,

Kannan and Rajagopalan have shown (independently) that the
sequence space 52 of Arens [1],

[4] has no sequential com

pactification whatever.
We remark in passing that there are scattered spaces
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with no scattered compactification.

The first such space,

defined by Nyikos [33], [34], has a base of open-and-closed
sets; a later example, due to Solomon [41], does not.
3. A Partition Relation

For cardinal numbers a,
a +

(K)~ means that if

with IKI =

K

r

and

<

[a1

2

K

and A, the "arrow relation"

= Ui<APi then there are K c a

A such that

[K]2 c

P~.
1

(Here as usual

for a set A we write

{B

[A]2

IBI =

c:A :

2}.)

In this notation the celebrated theorem of Ramsey [33] takes
the form w

+

2

(w)2.

We shall use the following arrow rela

tion of Erdifs and Rado:

If a ~ w, then (2 a )+

+

(a+)~.

A cellular family in a space X is a family of pairwise
The Souslin number

disjoint, non-empty, open subsets of X.

of X, denoted S(X), is defined by the relation
S(X) = min{a: if

U is

cellular in X then

lUI

<

a}.

In connection with questions about cellular families
and their cardinalities, many authors prefer to deal with
the cellularity of X, denoted cX and defined by the relation
cX

=

sup{a: there is cellular

U in X with lUI = a}.

To my taste this concept is inferior to the Souslin number
because in most discussions of cellularity it is necessary
to consider separately the case in which there is, and the
case in which there is not, a cellular family U in X such
that

lui = cX.

In any event the relation between the cardi

nal numbers cX and S(X) is easily determined:
S (X)

(cX) + if there is cellular
cX

otherwise.

lj

in X with

lUI

cX
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For X a space and u

~

w we denote by X<u the space

whose underlying set of points is (that of) X and whose
topology is defined by taking as a basis all sets of the
form nU with

lUI

Ua

family of open subsets of X such that

< u.

Theopem 3.1.

Let u > wand X a compact space.

If

a
S(X) ~ u+~ then S(X<a) < (2 )+.

Ppoof.

For every non-empty open subset U of X<a there

is a family {V

: n < a} of compact subsets of X, closed

n

under finite intersection, such that
n n <u V c u.
n
Thus if the conclusion of the theorem fails there is a
a L V -

P

T

-

n n<a int

cellular family {U(S)
a family {Vn(S)

x

Vn

c

a
: S < (2 )+} in X<a and, for S < (2a)~

: n < a} of compact subsets of X, closed

under finite intersection, such that

~

f

V(s) = nn<a int x Vn(S) c nn<a Vn(S) C U(S).
a
For S < S' < (2 ) + there is <n ,n ') E axa such that
V
n

n Vn'(~')

(~)

~.

We define

u
{{~,~,} E [(2 )+]2 : V (~) n Vn'(~') = ~}
n,n'
n
u
and we use the Erdos-Rado arrow relation (2 )+ -+- (u+)2 to
u
u
find A C (2 )+ with IAI = a+ and
E axu such that
p

(n,n'>

[Aj 2

C

Pn,n'.
W(s)

Then {int

x

W(s)

Now for

=

~ E A

we define

Vn(s) n Vn,(s).
:

~ E A}

is a cellular family in X of cardi

nality a+, contradicting the relation S(X) < u+.
The argument just given is from Juhasz [29]
2.11).

(Theorem

It is remarked by Hedrlin [27] in a different but

similar context that for every arrow relation u +

2
(K)A with

A

~
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w a theorem analogous to 3.1 above is available.

Spe

If X is compact and S(X) ~ K, then S(X<A)

cifically:

.
a +
The arrow relat10n (2)

< a.

+ 2

(a )a of Erdos and Rado is proved

+

in [29] and [13]; for a comprehensive survey

(for example)

of related results, see [19].
Theorem 3.3 below, due to J. Ginsburg and G. Woods, is
a more recent application of this same arrow relation.

We

begin with a simple lemma (which, together with an appro
priate converse, is from [12]).
We say that a subset A of X is bounded (in X)

if clxA

is compact.

Lemma 3.2.
{U~
u~

~ < a}

:

n

U~I

If S(SX\X) > a then thepe is a famiZy

of unbounded open subsets of X such that

is bounded in X whenevep

lar family in SX\X, let

n

V~

satisfy f~(p~)
u~ = {x

E X

<

~I

< a.

Let {V~ : ~ < a} be a faithfully indexed cellu

Ppoof.

such that

~

r
:

= V~,

(SX\X)

=

1 and f~(p)

f~(X)

> 1/2}.

f~(p~)

< 1L2), the set

and u~

n

U~I

(SX\X)i then

p~ E V~

u~

and

v~

an open subset of SX

let continuous

=

f~

: SX

0 for all p E SX\V~, and set

Since p~ E cl

u~

SX
is not bounded in X.

(otherwise
If

is unbounded then there is p E ClSX(U~
f~(p)

p E v~

~

1/2 and

n V~I n

a contradiction.

f~,

(SX'X)

[0,1]

+

(p)

~

~

< ~I

n

< a

U~I)n

1/2 and hence

= V~ n V~I'

Hence the family

{U~

:

~

< a} is as re

quired.
A family

K of

compact subsets of X is a cofinaZZy com

pact family if for every compact A c X there is K E K such
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that A

K.

c

We set

K is

= min{IKj

KX

a cofinally compact family}.

Theorem 3.3 (Ginsburg and Woods [24]).
Zet X be a space such that KX

~

S ({3X\.X)

a

(2

Proof.

<

Let a

a and Sex) < a + .

wand

Then

) +•
If the result fails then by Lemma 3.2 (with a

a
replaced by (2 )+) there is a family {U~

a

X whenever ~ < ~' < (2 )+.

Let {K

n

compact family for X and for

{ { ~ , ~ I}

Pn

Since [(2 a )+]2

: U~

= Unan
< P,

~ < (2 a )+} of

n

u~

unbounded open subsets of X such that

U~,

is bounded in

: n < a} be a cofinally

n

< a let

n u ~'

K

c

n

}•

it follows from the Erdifs-Rado

arrow relation (2 a )+ ~ (a+)2 that there are A c
a

IAI = a+ and
{U~'Kn :

>

n

< a such that [A]2 c P-.

(2 a )+ with

Clearly

n

~ E A} is a family of pairwise disjoint, open sub

sets of X (each non-empty because clxU~
dicts the relation SeX)

~

f

Kn)i this contra

a+•

For locally compact, a-compact spaces

X

we have

KX <

and hence, from Theorem 3.3, S(S~X) ~ (2 a )+ whenever
SeX)

~

a.

Ginsburg and Woods [24] show also, by a simple

example, that for a > w there is a space X such that SeX)
w+ and S(S~X)

=

ai

thus the hypothesis "KX < a" cannot be

omitted in Theorem 3.3.
We remark, paralleling the comment of Hedrlin cited
above, that for every arrow relation a ~ (K)~ with A > w a
theorem analogous to the result of Ginsburg and Woods is
available.
S (SX\X)

< a.

Specifically:

If SeX)

<

K

and KX < A, then

w
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4. Spaces X* with X Discrete

Versions of the Stone-Cech compactification having been
introduced as long ago as 1930 (by Tychonoff [46]) and 1937
(by Stone [43] and Cech [10]), it is reasonable to expect
that by now the subspaces X*
stood.

I

=

SX\X of SX would be well-under

want to spend a few moments now discussing the fol

lowing remarkable and embarrassing situation:

Even for (dif

ferent) discrete spaces X it is not known whether or not the
spaces X* may be homeomorphic.
(At the risk of upsetting the present trend of thought
I

should probably mention here that every space Y is homeo

morphic to X* for appropriate Xi this is noted, for example,
by Gillman and Jerison [23]
'(Theorem 4.3).

(Problem 9K.6) and by Walker [48]

The space' X* does not determine X--that is,

non-homeomorphic spaces may have homeomorphic remainders-
but X* does often convey considerable information about Xi
for several examples, see [28].
As usual, the Stone-Cech compactification of a (discrete)
space a is denoted S(a), and a* denotes S(a)'a.

For A

c

a

we write
A* = (cls(a)A)\A
and, with the elements of Sea) viewed as ultrafilters on a,
we write
U(a) = {p E Sea)
and for A c a we write

A=

:

IAI = a for all A E p}

U(a)

n A*.

The following familiar facts about Sea) and its topology
are proved and amplified in [13]
below.

(§7).

These will be used
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4.1.

The sets A* (with A c a) form a base for a*; each

set A* is open-and-closed in a*; if U is open-and-closed in
a* then there is A c a such that U
(A

n B)* =

A*

n B*

= A*; if A, B

c

a then

n B)A = A n B

and

(A

n BI
n BI

< wand

and hence, in particular,
(A

n

B)

*

~ iff IA

(A

n

B)

A

~ iff IA

The cardinal
[12],
a

~

nurr~ers

< a.

dX and S(X) have been determined

[13] for various subsets X of a* for many cardinals

w, but we note that Baumgartner [6] has defined a model

of ZFC in which the cardinal number w+ admits no family A of
subsets such that

IAI =

2(w+) and for every two distinct ele

ments A, B of A we have IA

n BI

< IAI

= w+.

a
(2 )+, which holds in all

the attractive relation S(U(a»

models for many cardinals a, fails for a
+

have S(U(w »

~

2

(w+)

all a > w (see for example [13]

t

y* and U(a)

=

w+; indeed we

•

It is well-known that w(S(a»

have a*

In this model

t

= 2a for

= w(a*) = w(U(a»

(§7».

Thus if 2Y

f

2

a

we

On the other hand the follow
a
ing theorem of Efimov [16] shows that if 2 Y = 2 then each of
U(y).

the spaces a*, y*, U(a), U(y) embeds homeomorphically into
each of the others.

(This of course does not guarantee that

any of the spaces in question are homeomorphic.)
Recall that a space X is said to be extremaZZy diseon

nee ted if cl x U is open for every open subset U of X. It is
clear that every discrete space is extremally disconnected,
and it is known that X is extremally disconnected if and
only if

ex

is.
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Theorem 4.2 (Efimov [16]).

Let a > wand let X be a
a
compact~ extremally disconnected space such that wX < 2 .
Then X is (homeomorphic with) a subspace of S(a).
Proof.

From Tychonoff's theorem [13] (Theorem 2.41)
a
we have X c [0,1]2 • There is a continuous function f from
a
S(a) onto [0,1]2 and if K c Sea) is chosen so that flK is
an irreducible function onto X then flK is a homeomorphism
from K onto X (see for example [13)

If 2 Y

Corollary 4.3.
S(a)~

a*~

U(a)~

S(y)~

(page 58».

= 2a ~ w then each of the spaces
U(y) embeds homeomorphically into

y*~

each of the others.
Proof.
of Sea)

([13]

Since U(a)

a*

c

(Lemma 7.14»

Sea) and U(a) contains a copy

c

it is enough to show that S(y)

embeds homeomorphically into Sea); this follows from Theorem
4.2.
We note in passing that for a > w the spaces a* and U(a)
are not extremally disconnected (see [13]

(Theorem 4.11».

We remark also that the system ZFC + MA

+~CH

is equi

consistent with ZFC; and it is a theorem in this system that
2K

= 2w whenever

w <

K <

2w •

A nice introduction to MA and

its topological consequences is given in [39].
If your intuition parallels mine you feel that for dif
ferent infinite cardinals a and y (1) the spaces U(a) and
U(y) are not homeomorphic, and (2) the spaces a* and y* are
not homeomorphic.

Concerning (1), we show in 4.5 and 4.6

below (a little more than the fact that) U(w)

t

U(w+).

As

for (2), we have from Theorem 4.10 that if a and yare cardi
nals such that w < y < a and y*

~

a*, then y

= wand

Comfort
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a

= w+; whether there is a model of ZFC in which w* ~ (w+)*

is, however, apparently unknown (cf. 4.11 below) .

Lemma 4.4.

Let a > wand 0 < K < cf(a).

a aeZZuZar famiZy
that lUI

=

K

U of

open-and-aZosed subsets of U(a) suah

and uU is dense in U(a).
Let {A~

Proof.

Then there is

~

< K} be a pairwise disjoint family

of subsets of a such that U~<K A~ = a and IA~I = a for each

~ < K, and define U = {A~

:

~ < K}.

That uU is dense in

U(a) follows from the fact that if B c a and IBI
since K < cf(a) there is ~ < K such that IB

= a then

n A~I =

a, so

that

Bn

(UU)

Theorem 4.5.

=

Then cf (a)
Proof.

t

U(a)

:

{A~

~

B n A~ =

(B

n A~)

A

+~ .

Let a > wand y > wand Zet U(a)

~

U(y).

cf (y) •
Suppose for example that cf(y) < cf(a).

To show

U(y) it is by Lemma 4.4 enough to show that if

~ < cf(y)} is a faithfully indexed cellular family

of open-and-closed subsets of U(y) then U{A~ : ~ < cf(y)} is
not dense in U(y).
by

A~ Un<~

Replacing each set

A~

with 0 <

{A~

:

~

cf(y)

< cf(y)} is pairwise disjoint.

Then there is Bey such that IBI = y and IB
all ~ < cf(y), so that

Bn
U(a).

B +~

n A~I

< Y for

and

(U{A~ : ~ < cf(y)}) = ~ •

CorolZary 4.6.

t

<

An if necessary, we assume without loss of gener

ality that the family

U(y)

~

If w

~

Y < a with a reguZar 3 then

In partiauZar 3 U(w)

+ U(w+).

We turn next to the spaces a*.
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[Editorial remark by the author.

At the Baton Rouge

Conference in March, 1977 I presented a preliminary version
of Lemma 4.8, due to R. Frankiewicz [22].

Subsequently

Frankiewicz himself, and independently P. Simon, achieved
the sharpened result given here; the proof below is Simon's
(letter of June, 1977).

It was B. Balcar who introduced K

scales into the present context and who, together with Simon
(and using the initiative of Frankiewicz), proved Theorem
4.10.]

Lemma 4.7.

If w < K

~

A such that w < A < K and y*

Proof.

Y
~

~

a and a*

~

K*~

then there is

A*.

Let h be a homeomorphism from a* onto K*.

Since y e a the set y* is open-and-closed in a*, so from
4.1 there is A

c

K such that h[y*]

clusion then holds with A

Lemma 4.8.

=

=

A*.

The desired con

~

w*~

and suppose there

IAI.

Let K > w with K*

are cardinals a and y such that a > y > K and a*

~

Then

y*.

K* ~ (K+)*.

Proof.
~

If there is 0 < K such that {S > K : S* ~ o*}

then from Lemma 4.7 we have 8*

S > K so that S*

~

8*

that (K+)* ~ w* ~ K*.

~

t

~}.

w* and then, choosing

w* we have, again from Lemma 4.7,
Thus we have y > K and we may assume

without loss of generality that y
and S* ~ 8*}

~

=

min{8 : {S > K : S > 0

We assume further that a

S* ~ y*} and we note that a

y+

= min{S

> y

indeed otherwise y+ < a

and from Lemma 4.7 there is 8 < K such that (y+)* ~ 8*, a
contradiction.
Let h be a homeomorphism from a* onto y*.

For

~

< 8

t
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the set

~*

is open-and-closed in y*, so from 4.1 there is

A~ c a such that h[A~*l

I~

I
c

~*.

< y, we have IA~I < a.

.y

that IAI < y
A

=

=

Since y

We set A

= min{cS

a*

~

cS *} and

U~<y A~ and we note

y and hence there is n < a such that

n.
Since (d\n)* is open-and-closed in a* there is Bey

=

B*.

(a\n)* n A*

=~

such that h[(a\n)*l

From

we have
h[(a\n)*]

n h[A*] = ~

h [ (a\ n) * l

n

for ~ < y, i.e., B*

h [A *]
~

n ~* =

=

~i

and hence
~

wand

it follows that IBI

hence
~

a*

(a\n)*

~

w*.

It follows from Lemma 4.7 that (K+)* ~ w* ~ K*, as required.
The proof is complete.
Now let < and < denote the relations defined on wW by
the rules

f < g if I{n < w

f (n) > g (n) } I < w, and

f(n) > g(n)}1 < w.
f < 9 if I{n < w
w
A subset {f~ : ~ < K} of w is a K-saaZe if

{gn

( i) f ~ 2. f whenever ~ < n < K, and
n
( ii) for all g E WW there is ~ < K such that 9 < f~.
We note that if {f~ : ~ < K} is a K-scale in ww and
w
< A} is a A-scale in w with K and A regular cardi

n

nals, then K
choose
~ < K}i

n(~)

then

<

=

A.

Indeed suppose that K < A, for ~ < K

A such that

n<

f~

<

gn(~)'

and let n

=

sup{n(~)

A, and there is no ~ < K such that

gn

< f~.

Lemma 4.9.
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If Cf(K) > wand K*

~
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then there is a

w*~

K-scaZe in ww.

Proof.
{A

n

Let h be a homeomorphism from K* onto w*, let

: n < w} be a partition of K such that IA

n < w, and (from 4.1) for n < w and

~

n

I =

< K let B

n

K for
C~

and

be

subsets of w such that

=

B~

h[A~]

C~

and

=

h[(K'~)*];

we assume without loss of generality that {B

n < w} is a

n

partition of w.
Sihce IA
B~

n (K\;)

n

n

C~ = h[A~]

n c~1 =

and hence IBn

I =

f;(n)

w.

min(B n

K for n < wand; < K we have

n h[

(K\~) *] = h[A~

n (K\;) *]

=t=

f1

We define f~ E WW by the rule

n C~)

and we claim that {f~ : ~ < K} is a K-scale in ww.

=

(i) Let ~ < n < K, define B
and suppose IBI = w.
the function f

n Bn , = f1

Since B
n

is one-to-one.

n

{n < w : f~(n) > fn(n)},
whenever n < n' < w,

Thus since f

n

(n) E C \ C~

n

=

whenever n E B we have ICn\c~1

wand hence C* ef: C*·
this
~ ,
n
contradicts the relation K\n c K\~.
It follows that IBI < w,
so that

f~ ~

f

n•

(ii) Let g E ww .

Define

C=U<{kEB:
n w
n
Then C*

=t=

f1 (since C contains, for each n

n

element of Bn ), and C*
g(n) + 1).
that h[D*]

IB n nkl_<g(n)}.

B~

= f1

< w,

the least

Hence, choosing (by 4.1) a subset D of

=

C*, we have D*

It follows that IDI
there is ~ <

K

=

=t=

n Bnl

for n < w (since IC

f1 and D*

n

A~

= f1

K

enough to show that g <

f~.

such

for n < w.

w, so from the hypothesis Cf(K)

such that D c~.

<

> w

To complete the proof it is
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Let E = {n < w : g{n) ~ f~{n)} and suppose lEI = w.

n

For nEE we have f~{n) E Bn
IBn

n f~{n) I 2

f~{n)

w we have Ic~

lEI

2

and also f~{n) E C (since

Since f~ is one-to-one, from

g{n)).

n CI

C~

* n

= wand hence C~

t

C*

~; this

contradicts the relation

*
C-

n

~

C*

n

h [ { ( K\~)
h[~]

Theorem 4.10.
and a

=

n

h [(K\~) *]

=

h [D*]

h [(K\~) *

n

D*]

D) *]

~

Let a > y > wand a* z y*.

Then y

= w

w+.

Proof.

We note from Lemma 4.8 (with

K

w) that

w* z (w+)*.
We show first that y
4.8 (with

K

=

=

w.

If not then again from Lemma

w+) we have (w+)* z (w++) *1.

Hence from Lemma

++
+
4.9 there are an w -scale and an w -scale in ww, and from
the remark preceding the statement of Lemma 4.9 we have
++

w+

w

This contradiction shows that y = w.

Suppose now that a > w+.

Then from Lemma 4.7 (with

(a,w++,w) in the role of <a,y,K) in the statement of Lemma
4.7) we have (w++)* ~ w* and hence, again from Lemma 4.9 and
the remarks preceding its statement, the contradiction

w+

=

w++
4.11.

The proof is complete.

Some Questions and Commentary.

The only ques

tion not answered above concerning homeomorphisms between
spaces of the form a* is this.
(a) Is it a theorem in ZFC that w*
that the relation w*
pothesis w+

=

+ (w+)*

+ (w+)*?

We note

is valid if the continuum hy

2 w is assumed {since then, as indicated above,

w(w*) = 2

w

< 2

2w

= 2

(w+)

79
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+

= w((w )*».

Mary Ellen Rudin in

conversation has established the same conclusion in the sys
tern ZFC + MA +-,CH.

{~*

Indeed it is easy to see (in ZFC) that

~ < w+} is an increasing w+-sequence in (w+)* with

dense union (so that n~<w+(w+\~)* has empty interior in
(w+)*); but Booth [9] has shown from MA that if
{A~

~

:

K

< 2

w and

< K} is a family of subsets of w for which each finite

subfamily has infinite intersection then there is infinite
A cw such that IA\A~I < w for all ~ < K (and hence
~

+A*

c n~<K A~).

conclusion, w*

f

Frankiewicz [21] has deduced the same

(w+)*, from property

Q

of Rothberger [38].

It might appear at first glance that Corollary 4.5 would
settle 4.ll(a) positively, but in fact it is not clear that a
homeomorphism of U(w+) onto itself can be extended to a homeo
morphism of (w+)* onto itself.

The following question now

comes to mind.
(b) Does every homeomorphism of (w+)* onto itself take
U(w+) to U(w+)?
We give now two proofs that a negative answer to (a)
yields a negative answer to (b); the first of these occurred
to me and the second was communicated informally at this
meeting by Eric van Douwen.

Further, van Douwen has shown

that (b) and (a) are equivalent; the required additional
implication is given here with his kind permission.
We note first that (w+\w)* ~ (w+)*.

Thus if (w+)* ~ w*

then there is a homeomorphism f from (w+\w)* onto w*.
the function h :

(w+)*

+

(w+)* defined by

hi (w+\w) * = f, hlw* = f- l
is a homeomorphism of (w+)* onto (w+)* such that

Then
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u (w+ ) n h [U (w + )]

+
(w \w) * n w*

c

= fJ •

Alternatively, simply use the fact that if p E w* then
{h(p)

: h is a homeomorphism of w* onto w*}

is dense in w*; while if (b)

is answered affirmatively then

for every p E U(w+) and every countable, infinite A c w+
there is no homeomorphism h of (w+)* onto (w+)* such that
h (p)

E A*.

For the converse we note that if p E U(w+) then every
neighborhood of p in (w+)* contains a subset which is open

and-cl~sed in (w+)* and homeomorphic to (w+)*; and if
p E (w+)*\U(w+) then there is a neighborhood of p in (w+)*
in which each non-empty subset which is open-and-closed in

(w+)* is homeomorphic to w*.

It follows that if w*

+ (w+)*

and p E U(w+), then h(p) E U(w+) for each homeomorphism of

(w+)* onto (w+)*.
It follows from Efimov's theorem (4.2 above) that if
2K

=

2

w

then U(w) contains a copy of 8 (K)--equivalently,

there is in U(w) a discrete, C*-embedded subset of cardinality
K.

On the other hand if w+

embedded subset

0 of

=

2 w then every discrete, C*

U(w) satisfies

101

~

w.

This suggests

the following question, which has been raised by Woods [49]
(Remark 3.4(3)) and, independently in

con~ersation,

by van

Oouwen.
(c)
that

Is there in ZFC a discrete subset 0 of U(w) such

101 = w+

and

0

is not C*-embedded?

We record now a com

ment, due to K. Prikry and communicated by van Oouwen, which
is relevant to this question.
K. Kunen [31] defined a model of ZFC in which w+ < 2 w
and there is p E U(w) such that x(p,U(w))

+
= w.

In this
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model the ultrafilter p is a P-point of U(w) and 2

w

Let {U~ : ~ < w+} be a local base at p such that
U~ c clU(w) U~ ~ intU(w)

choose p~ E (intU(w)

~ < w+}.

+

nn<~ Un for ~ < W ,

nn<~ Un~clu(w) U~, and set A

Then A is a discrete subset of U(W) such that

w+ and p E clU(w)

B whenever B c

A and

IBI =

the discrete set A is not C*-ernbedded in U(w).
hand from Corollary 4.3 (and the relation 2 w

w+ ; hence

On the other
2(w+)) there

are, in this model, discrete and C*-ernbedded subsets of U(W)
of cardinality w+.

Thus in the model of Kunen [31] some but

not all discrete subsets of U(W) of cardinality w+ are C*
ernbedded.
(d) We have seen above that if a > y > wand a*
y = wand a

= w+ ;

f

U(y).

then U(a)

and if a ~ w, y ~ wand cf(a)

~

y* then

+cf(y),

Encouraged by these results we ask the

following question (here as in [13] we write
U (a)
K

().) <

K

<

=

{p E S(a)

a).

Let w < K < a and w < A
it follow that y
5.

IAI ~ K for all A E p} for

:

a and A

~

y and let UA(y)

~ U

K

(a).

Does

K?

Thick Spaces

These spaces were introduced by Arhangel'skii [2] in an
effort to achieve an internal or intrinsic characterization
of dyadic spaces.

As Arhangel'skii himself has noted, they

don't quite turn the trick:

the one-point compactification

of the discrete space w+ and the one-point compactification
of the space w+ in its usual order topology are examples of
thick spaces which are not dyadic.

Nevertheless the class
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of thick spaces, which contains the class of dyadic spaces
[2],

[45], has proved interesting in its own right.

Follow

ing Turzanski [45], we note here that certain results known
earlier for dyadic spaces are in fact true for the wider
class of thick spaces.
A space X is thick if for every a > w

Definition.
there is dense D
(*a):
w(clnA)

~

if A

c

X such that

c

D and IAI ~ a, then clDA is compact and

a.

(When (*a) holds for D we shall say that D reaZizes
(*a) for X.)

Lemma 5.1.
Then w (BX)

wX.

Proof.

Of course wX

realize (*a) for BX.
....,

for ~ < a let
u~,

x.

Let BX be a thick compactification of

w(BX).

{U~

:

~

wX and let D

Let a

< a} be a base for X,

be an open subset of BX such that u~

u~

let x~ E u~

Let

~

n

D and set A = {x~ : ~ < a}.

n

X

It is then

Indeed otherwise there are

clear that A is dense in BX.

x E X and a compact neighborhood V of x in BX such that
V

n

A

= ~,

and then choosing

< a such that V

~

n

X

~U~

we

have
(cl BX
V

a contradiction.
and hence w(BX)

Since cl
=

w(cl

D

D

n

U~)

n

A

c

(cl BX V)

n

A

A = fl,

A is compact we have cl

D

A

BX

A) < a, as required.

Our proof of Corollary 5.2 may be contrasted with the
proofs given in [2] and [45].
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Let X be a separable metric space and

Corollary 5.2.

BX a compactification of X.

Then BX is thick if and only if

BX is metrizable.

Proof.

It is well-known (see for example [13], page

134) that every compact metric space is dyadic (and hence
thick).

Conversely if BX is thick then w(BX) = wX < wand

hence BX is metrizable.
Many of the arguments which serve effectively in the
context of thick spaces were introduced by R. Engelking and
A. Pelczynski [18].

Our last two results, taken from [45],

are of this sort.
We denote by m the real line in its usual topology, and
by Q the set of rational numbers.

Corollary 5.3.
Proof.

sm is not thick.

It is enough to note that wm

w(sm) > w.

=

w while

(The latter inequaLity is well-known.

shown in [23]

It is

(Theorem 14.27 and Exercise l4.N.l) that

Sm\ m is an infini te, compact space in which every conver
gent sequence is eventually constant; hence sm,m is not
metrizable.
S(SlR\m) ~

Alternatively, note from [12] that
(2w)+.)

Theorem 5.4.
Proof.
tinuous f

If SX is thick, then X is pseudocompact.

If X is not pseudocompact then there is con
X

-+

m

c

sm such that Q

tension f of f satisfies f[SX] = SlR.

c

f [X].

The Stone ex

Since SX is thick its

continuous image SlR is thick, contrary to Corollary 5.3.
We note that Theorem 5.4 cannot be strengthened to
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assert that if some compactification BX of a space X is
thick, then X is pseudocompact.

For example, let X

= wand

BX its one-point compactification.
It is appropriate to close these remarks on thick
spaces by reiterating the challenge (the problem) of
Arhangel'skiI:

Find an internal, intrinsic characterization

of dyadic spaces.
I thank you for your attention.
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